Patellar luxation in dogs
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Abstract: Patellar luxation is a common orthopedic problem in dogs. Medial luxation is more
common than lateral luxation and is usually diagnosed in dogs of small breed. Diagnosis is based
on clinical evidence of patellar instability; however, diagnostic imaging is required to assess
the amount of skeletal deformity and then the most appropriate method of treatment. Surgical
options include both soft tissue and osseous techniques, however, in most of the cases, a com-
bination of more procedures is used to achieve the correction of the luxation. Complication rate
is generally low and the most common complications include reluxation and implant-associated
complications. Prognosis is generally favorable, with most of the dogs returning to normal limb
function. This article describes patellar luxation features in dogs, including clinical presentation,
diagnosis, and treatment options available.
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Introduction
Patellar luxation is one of the most common causes of lameness in the dog. Both large
and small breed dogs may be affected; the disease may be seen in cats as well.1–4 The
luxation can be medial, lateral, or bidirectional. The vast majority of luxations are
medial and diagnosed in small breed dogs. Lateral luxation occurs less frequently and is
commonly diagnosed in large or giant breed dogs.5–11 The reported incidence of medial
patellar luxation in small breed dogs is 12 times higher compared with large breed dogs.12

Most of the prevalence studies have identified that females are more predisposed
to develop this disease than males.6,7,12–14 Neuter status seems to be a risk factor, with
neutered dogs having about 3 times the odds of developing patellar luxation.14,15 Most
of the dogs are affected unilaterally; however, bilateral luxation may be a common
finding.7,16 Patellar luxation is a typical disease of young dogs, but clinical signs become
often evident as the animal grows. For this reason, most luxations are diagnosed in
young adults, generally within 3 years of age.13,14,17

Most common breeds affected by patellar luxation include: Poodle, Pomeranian,
Yorkshire Terrier, Chihuahua, French Bulldog, Lhasa Apso, Cavalier King Charles
Spaniel, Bichon, Pug, Bulldog, West Highland White Terrier, Jack Russell Terrier,
and Shit-tzu.13,14,16,17

Genomic studies have identified chromosomes anomalies implicated in patellar lux-
ation in specific dog breeds, such as the Dutch Flat-coated Retriever and Pomeranian.18,19
Patellar luxation in dogs has been graded as follows (Figure 1).^{5}

- **Grade I** – patella can be manually luxated but returns to normal position when released.
- **Grade II** – patella luxates with stifle flexion or on manual manipulation and remains luxated until stifle extension or manual replacement occurs.
- **Grade III** – patella luxated continually, and can be manually replaced but will reluxate spontaneously when manual pressure is removed.
- **Grade IV** – patella luxated continually and cannot be manually replaced.

**Etiology and pathogenesis**

Patellar luxation is a congenital/developmental disorder, but it could be secondary to traumatic accident causing tearing or stretching of the joint capsule and fascia, leading to femoropatellar instability. Occasionally, patellar luxation may occur as a complication secondary to treatment of cranial cruciate ligament (CrCL) disease or fractures involving femur or tibia.^{16}

Although the underlying cause of patellar luxation is still not completely understood, malalignment of the quadriceps mechanism seems to have a key role in the development of this disease. The quadriceps muscle group, patella, trochlear groove, patellar ligament, and tibial tuberosity are all part of the extensor mechanism of the stifle. Any abnormality of this mechanism can lead, during the growth period, to anatomical changes of distal femur and proximal tibia and subsequent patellar instability. However, preexisting patellar luxation may affect the normal quadriceps mechanism, thus being the cause of the secondary bone changes. The absence of the physiological pressure that the patella exerts on the articular cartilage of the trochlear groove during growth, may prevent the development of an adequately deep and wide groove (trochlear hypoplasia).^{20,21}

Decreased angle of inclination of the femoral neck, may cause laxity of the extensor mechanism, as well hip luxation or femoral head excision. Altered anteversion angle has also been postulated as a condition that leads to stifle joint abnormalities.^{22}

Deformities of the stifle include the following: 1) distal femoral varus or valgus; 2) external or internal torsion of the distal femur; 3) proximal tibial varus or valgus; 4) internal or external tibial torsion; and 5) shallow trochlear sulcus.^{21–25}

**Clinical presentation**

Clinical signs of dogs with patellar luxation can vary from animal to animal and are only partially related to the degree of concomitant skeletal deformities. Lameness may be intermittent or continuous, and usually is a mild-to-moderate
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**Figure 1** Skeletal abnormalities associated with patellar luxation.

**Notes:** On the left, a normal hindlimb cranial view; note the quadriceps mechanism centered over the femur as well the patella seated in the trochlear groove. Grade I–IV images demonstrate how the abnormal relation between the distal femur and the proximal tibia affect the position of the patella. Transverse views show the internal rotation of the tibia with regard to the femur and the subsequent luxation of the patella that in grades III and IV override completely the medial trochlear ridge. Also grade III and IV luxations are characterized by a shallow groove.
weightbearing lameness with occasional lifting of the limb. A common finding during gait assessment is the attempt of the dog to stretch the leg backward to allow the patella to seat back in the groove, when luxated. Lateral dislocation produces a more serious symptomatology than the medial one. Whereas traumatic luxation has sudden onset and is, usually, associated with a traumatic accident, such as jump, fall from height, road traffic accident, etc.20,22,26

Dogs with grade I patellar luxation are generally asymptomatic; however, they can present occasionally a “skipping” type lameness typical of dogs with grade II patellar luxation. Sometimes, on examination, a mild internal rotation of the tibia and abduction of the hock can be observed. Grade II luxation can evolve to a grade III due to the progressive erosion of the trochlear ridge and lead to more severe clinical signs, as a result of chronic degenerative joint changes.22

Grade III and IV patellar luxations are usually characterized by persistent lameness and abnormal posture. Bilateral medial luxation can determine abnormal, “crouched” gait rather than lameness, leg constantly semiflexed and internally rotated, as well varus deformity of the stifle. In case of lateral dislocation, the stifles appear to be close to each other while the distal extremities are abducted (valgus).20,27

Some dogs with subclinical patellar luxation can develop acute severe lameness due to concomitant CrCL injury as result of the degenerative joint changes and joint instability. Concurrent rupture of the CrCL has been reported in a study in 41% of the stifle joints of dogs with medial patellar luxation. Risk factors included age, grade of luxation, and advanced degenerative joint disease (DJD).28

Diagnosis
Careful physical examination is necessary to establish the grade of luxation and rule out concomitant affection that could cause hindlimb lameness. Orthopedic examination consists of gait evaluation, joint flexion–extension movements and range of motion evaluation, and tendency of the patella to luxation and grading. At walk and trot, it is possible to determine the degree of lameness as well to identify obvious skeletal deformities. Physical examination is performed at the beginning with the patient standing. This is optimal to evaluate the symmetry between limbs and stifle joint effusion if present (in case of concomitant CrCL lesion). Sometimes, locating the patella can be challenging; in these cases, the identification of the tibial tuberosity and then following the patellar ligament proximally can be helpful. Once located, the patella is isolated between the thumb and the index finger of one hand, the leg is extended and the other hand grabs the

hock joint, or the foot, and twists the leg internally (medial luxation) or externally (lateral luxation). This test can be easily performed with the dog in lateral recumbence, because muscle tension can prevent luxating patella (Figure 2). In grade I and II luxation, the diagnostic test consists of pushing the patella out from the trochlear groove, differently in grades III and IV during the test the patella is attempted to be relocated in a normal position.20,22,27

During manipulation, it is possible to determine instability (in both directions), location of the patella, inability or ability to reduce the patella, presence of crepitus, range of motion, pain, and presence or absence of drawer movement. In dogs with severe skeletal deformities, tibial tuberosity deviation and limb torsion or angulation can be palpated. The depth of the trochlear groove can also be occasionally assessed by palpation as well the position of the patella within the trochlear groove. In some dogs, such as the Akita or Sharpei, the patella occasionally is riding too high in the trochlea (“patella alta”), whereas in chondrodystrophied dogs, it may be abnormally low (“patella baja”).20,27

If the dog does not cooperate, sedation may be required to perform an appropriate orthopedic examination. Although, under sedation, manipulation is facilitated by muscle relaxation, some grade IV luxations are characterized by such severe muscle contracture that full extension of the stifled joint is not achievable.29

Diagnostic imaging
Radiographic survey of the stifle helps to confirm luxation and assess degenerative changes present in the joint. It is also essential to identify any skeletal abnormality. Orthogonal views of the stifle may be sufficient when skeletal abnormalities are mild. However, if the luxation grade is high and severe skeletal deformity is present, additional orthogonal views of the femur and the tibia are required.22,29

Lateral projection allows assessing the correct positioning of the patella in the trochlear groove; in case of dislocation, the patella appears superimposed on the femoral condyles in a backward position. Craniocaudal projection allows identification of the patella medial or lateral to the distal aspect of the femur as well evaluating any varus or valgus deformity. Additional projections include axial view of the femur in order to assess the femoral torsion angle, or anteverision angle, and the skyline (tangential) view to evaluate the depth of the trochlear groove and the integrity of the trochlear ridges (Figure 3).22,29

Careful positioning is essential in order to obtain reliable radiological examinations. Sometimes, because of bone
deformities or muscle contracture, positioning of the dog could be difficult. Advanced diagnostic imaging, such as CT, is currently used to go beyond the limitations of conventional radiology (Figure 4). Reliable images and measurements can be obtained by using 3D reconstructions; also, the time required to perform this diagnostic procedure is much less compared with a radiographic survey.\textsuperscript{30–32} On both the radiographs and the CT scan, the anatomic and mechanical joint angles of the femur and tibia can be calculated to quantify the deformity and plan surgical correction.\textsuperscript{33–40}

Recently, ultrasonography has been used to assess the depth of the trochlear groove.\textsuperscript{41}

**Medical treatments for patellar luxation**

Conservative management may be indicated in dogs with grade I patellar luxation if the episode of lameness is mild and infrequent, and the degree of osteoarthritis is mild. Non-surgical management typically includes administration of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) in association, or not, with other analgesic drugs to reduce
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**Figure 2** The pictures show the manipulation to luxate the patella.
**Notes:** The patella is isolated between the thumb and the index finger of one hand, while the leg is extended and the other hand grabs the foot. (A) Lateral luxation: the leg is twisted externally while the patella is pulled out laterally. (B) Medial luxation: the leg is twisted internally while the patella is pulled out medially.
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Pain. Physical rehabilitation exercises are useful to enhance quadriceps mechanism. Weight control is essential to reduce undue stress on the stifle joint. Also, massage therapy and hydrotherapy may help to promote wellness and comfort.27

Surgical treatments for patellar luxation

Surgical treatments are recommended for dogs with intermittent or permanent lameness as a result of patellar luxation or in young dogs in an attempt to mitigate the negative effects of the condition on growing bone. Joint pathology increases with age and luxation grade, and surgical correction should be performed at the earliest opportunity to limit further development of skeletal abnormalities or DJD.5

The primary aim of surgery is to restore normal alignment of the quadriceps muscle relative to the entire limb. Surgical techniques can be divided into those that involve reshaping of the bones and those that involve only soft tissues reconstruction. Most of the dogs that undergo surgery need some combination of osseous and soft tissue techniques.22

Soft tissues techniques

In most dogs affected by patellar luxation, the soft tissues on either side of the patella are either too tight or too loose. Reconstructions are usually performed to release tight tissues and tighten loose tissues. Soft tissue procedures include medial desmotomy, lateral imbrication, antirotational sutures, and release of medial musculature. These procedures are rarely able to correct patellar luxation, more often they are used to supplement osseous procedures.5,42

Desmotomy refers to release the soft tissues through an incision of the retinaculum on the medial or lateral side of the joint, according to the direction of the luxation. Sometimes, the releasing incision includes the joint capsule.20

Lateral imbrication involves the use of sutures to tighten up soft tissues contralateral to the luxation. This procedure is usually performed in association with desmotomy.5,22

Antirotational sutures are similar to the extracapsular sutures used for repair of the CrCL. A fabellotibial suture can be placed from the lateral fabella to the tibial crest, resulting in external rotation of the tibia and moving the...
tibial tuberosity into a more lateral position. Alternatively, a suture can be passed behind the fabella and then around the patella in order to create tension on the opposite side of the luxation.\textsuperscript{11,20,22}

Muscle release can be achieved by dissecting the rectus femoris muscle away from the joint capsule, the femur and musculature, acting as an extension of the desmotomy. Freeing the rectus femoris muscle, at least to the level of the middle of the femur, may relieve significant medially directed tension on the patella. Another approach is to transplant the origins of the rectus femoris muscle or the cranial portion of the sartorius muscle to a more lateral locations reducing medial pull on the patella.\textsuperscript{9,11,20}

**Tibial tuberosity transposition**

Tibial tuberosity, or crest, transposition may be the most important component of surgical treatment for dogs with patellar luxation since quadriceps malalignment is a key feature in the development of all grades of patellar luxation. The aim of this repair is to realign the insertion of the tendon spanning between the patella and tibia. Because bones heal much more efficiently than tendons, the bone that this tendon is attached to is cut and moved to a more appropriate position.\textsuperscript{20,22}

The exposure of the tibial crest can be achieved through a lateral parapatellar approach to the stifle joint, by elevating the cranial tibial muscle. At this stage, the osteotomy can be performed using an osteotome and mallet or an oscillatory saw blade, leaving only the distal periosteal attachment. The crest is then transposed laterally or medially, according to the direction of the luxation, until the patella is centrally located within the trochlear groove. The crest can be also moved distally as needed to create patellar tendon tension that would aid in maintaining reduction. In some cases, the underlying tibia at the transplantation site needs to be prepared to expose cancellous bone and allow flat seating of the crest and this can be achieved by using an osteotome or a rasp. An appropriately sized Kirschner wire (0.035–0.062 inch) is then passed through the crest and into the tibia in a caudodistal direction until it is seated in the far cortex. A second Kirschner wire is usually used to increase the stability. A strand orthopedic wire (18–22 gauge), in a figure-of-eight pattern, is placed through a tunnel, caudal and slightly distal to the distal extent of the osteotomy, and on the Kirschner wires, creating a tension band (Figure 5). The Kirschner wires are bent over proximally and cut, about 3 mm beyond the bend, to leave a small palpable protrusion for later removal.\textsuperscript{4,5,20,22,26,43}

**Deepening of the trochlear groove**

Sulcoplasty techniques are used to modify the shape of the trochlear groove to accommodate the patella. When assessing whether to perform sulcoplasty or not, the surgeon has to consider that any sulcoplasty leads to unavoidable cartilage damage. For this reason, techniques that preserve the articular cartilage should be preferred. Many different approaches have been described to deepen the trochlear groove, including abrasion trochleoplasty, trochlear chondroplasty, and wedge and block recession trochleoplasty. The goal of all these techniques is to achieve a trochlear groove that is deep and wide enough to embed ~50% of the patella above the trochlear ridges.\textsuperscript{20}

Abrasion trochleoplasty is probably the simplest technique described and is characterized by the removal of the articular cartilage and several millimeters of subchondral bone by using a high-speed bur, a rongeur, or a bone rasp. The main disadvantage of this technique is the complete loss
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**Figure 5** Craniocaudal (A) and mediolateral (B) radiographic projection of a canine stifle with medial patellar luxation. Craniocaudal (C) and mediolateral (D) radiographic projections of the same stifle after surgical correction.

**Notes:** It should be noted that pins and tension band wire were used to perform a tibial tuberosity transposition. A wedge recession sulcoplasty has been performed and mild radiographic changes can be observed on the postoperative mediolateral projection (D). The position of the patella appears to be straight with regard to the distal femur and the trochlear groove (C) compared with the preoperative radiograph (A).

---
of the hyaline cartilage lining of the femoral trochlea, with subsequent erosion of the articular cartilage of the patella.44

Trochlear chondroplasty can be performed in dogs younger than 6 months by incising the articular cartilage of the trochlea with a scalpel blade at its proximal extent, and along the trochlear ridges. Then, using a periosteal elevator, the hyaline cartilage can be gently elevated from the underlying subchondral bone. At this stage, the trochlear groove is deepened by removing several millimeters of subchondral bone with a curette, rongeur, or rasp.5,20

The trochlear wedge and block recession techniques aim to achieve a deepening of the trochlear groove through the collection of an osteochondral autograft from the trochlear sulcus. This autograft can be triangular (wedge) or rectangular in cross-section. A fine-toothed saw is generally used to perform the osteotomies. Once the osteochondral autograft has been freed from the femur, the defect is deepened. When performing a wedge osteotomy, the subchondral bone must maintain the same apex angle during the deepening procedure because the original wedge fits exactly in the defect when replaced (Figure 6). When performing the block recession technique, the 2 osteotomies parallel to the trochlear ridges are connected through a straight basilar osteotomy using an osteotome. A slight angulation of each abaxial osteotomies toward the sagittal plane of the femur results in a press-fit of the rectangular osteochondral block and the recipient bed of the femoral trochlea. Both types of osteochondral autograft fits exactly into the larger defect, achieving immediate stability, recession of its articular surface, and a relative increase in height of the trochlear ridges. Adjunctive stability is due to retropatellar pressure and congruence between the cut surfaces; no internal fixation is needed.45–47

Corrective osteotomies
Corrective osteotomies of the distal femur and proximal tibia may be performed if there is significant femoral and/or tibial malalignment. Femoral varus is the most common abnormality in dogs with patellar luxation. Common procedures are lateral closing wedge ostectomy and medial opening wedge osteotomy. The first one consists of taking out a wedge of bone and then reducing and stabilizing the proximal and distal segments using plate and screws applied laterally. During this procedure, a standard tibial plateau leveling osteotomy jig is used to aid with reduction of the fragments. Two Kirschner wires can also be placed from distolateral to proximomedial and distomedial to proximolateral to maintain reduction. The ostectomized wedge of the distal femur can be morselized and used as an autogenous bone graft at the ostectomy site. The lateral closing wedge technique is a primary stable correction with a high rate of consolidation, but has the disadvantage of bone loss and can hesitate in limb shortening.22,48

The medial opening wedge technique does not result in any bone loss but needs to be fixated with a medial plate (or double plating) and is characterized by a bone gap that can

Figure 6 Schematic representation of wedge recession sulcoplasty.
Notes: (A) The trochlear groove is absent and a fine-toothed saw is used to perform the osteotomies; (B) once separated, the wedge is removed and several millimeters of the subchondral bone are removed to deepen the groove; (C) the osteochondral graft is then replaced. It should be noted that at the end of the procedure, there is an adequately deep trochlear groove where the patella can seat properly.
be filled with autologous cancellous bone graft. The opening wedge osteotomy has the advantage of avoiding leg shortening, but delayed union or nonunion may result.\textsuperscript{22}

Detorsional osteotomies can be used to address torsional deformities of long bones. Metaphysis is the preferred site to perform an osteotomy due to the high rate of healing. Once the osteotomy is completed, the distal fragment of the femur (or the proximal fragment of the tibia) is rotated until achieving an appropriate limb alignment. The osteotomy is then fixed with plate and screws.\textsuperscript{21}

Accurate preoperative measurement must be made to ensure the osteotomy location and magnitude of femoral/tibial angulation and torsion.\textsuperscript{37} CT scans are particularly important when planning such corrections and 3-dimensional reconstruction; also, manufactured bone models may help to achieve the best result.\textsuperscript{22,38}

Further treatments
Hemiepiphysiodesis has been recently described for the treatment of proximal tibial valgus through reducing the growth of the medial proximal epiphysis. This technique should be considered as an early treatment for immature animals with medial patellar luxation due to proximal tibial deformity. Serial radiographs to monitor for correction are needed; also, implant removal should be considered if overcorrection occurs.\textsuperscript{49}

An alternative to sulcoplasty when carrying out procedures used to correct patellar luxation is the RidgeStop\textsuperscript{\textsuperscript{TM}}. It is a prosthetic ridge held in place using standard cortical screws to build up the sides of the patellar groove where it is insufficient or eroded due to degenerative conditions.\textsuperscript{50}

Patellar groove replacement is a novel method of treating femoropatellar instability in association with severe femoropatellar osteoarthritis. This procedure is performed by substituting the femorotrochlear groove with a prosthesis.\textsuperscript{51}

Postoperative period
A soft-padded bandage is generally placed for few days to reduce swelling, decrease pain, and prevent self-trauma to the incision. Postoperative orthogonal radiographs are useful to assess correction of the patellar luxation and adequate implant placement.

Activity should be restricted for 6–8 weeks. Exercise should initially be limited to short, slow lead walks; specific physical rehabilitation exercises, including range of motion, strength, postural, and flexibility exercises, can accelerate the recovery and prevent muscle mass deterioration. Radiographs should be obtained at 6–8 weeks to evaluate healing of the tibial crest transposition or corrective osteotomies. Once the osteotomies are healed, the animal could then be gradually returned to normal activity. Postoperative analgesia is generally provided by using NSAIDs; opioids are used as needed.\textsuperscript{20,27}

Complications and prognosis
Complications include patellar reluxation, delayed union, or fixation failure at the osteotomy sites, infection, implant-associated complications, and osteoarthritis.\textsuperscript{22}

Implant-associated complications and reluxation are the most common complications, followed by tibial crest avulsion.\textsuperscript{55} Previous studies detected a correlation between body weight and risk of reluxation after corrective surgery.\textsuperscript{16,53} Discordant data have been reported about the association between single-session bilateral surgery and risk of complications. Some authors have identified single-session bilateral surgery, for lateral patellar luxation correction, as the only variable significantly associated with reluxation.\textsuperscript{54} Recent data demonstrated that in small breed dogs with bilateral medial patellar luxation, the complication rate of single-session bilateral surgery was comparable with staged bilateral or unilateral medial patellar luxation surgery.\textsuperscript{55,56} Another study, evaluating the surgical management of medial patellar luxation in Pomeranian dogs, demonstrated that grade II luxation had good outcome with a 100% success rate following surgery; dogs with grade III luxation experienced recurrent patellar luxation in about 11% of the cases; while dogs with grade IV luxation had higher rate of reluxation, with 36% of the dogs subjected to surgery, because varying degree of skeletal deformities.\textsuperscript{23}

Conclusion
Patellar luxation is extremely prevalent in small breed dogs and is one of the major cause of hindlimb lameness and early osteoarthritis development in the canine stifle. An early diagnosis is essential to prevent further development of the disease and severe secondary joint changes. However, the decision making could be challenging because the degree of skeletal deformity and osteoarthritis present, as well the potential for progression of osteoarthritis vary from case to case. According to the abnormality identified, individualized treatment is provided for each patient. The wide range of available techniques and its combination can provide adequate option for any kind of cause of patellar luxation.

The treatment for dogs with subclinical grade I and II medial patellar luxation could be conservative, but if the dog exhibits lameness, surgery should be considered. Differently,
grade III and IV luxations need surgical correction to restore a normal quadriceps mechanism. The prognosis is favorable in most of the cases and the risk of complication, as well recurrence of the disease, is related to the grade of luxation and the severity of deformity.
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